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Auction

Are you ready to elevate your living experience? Look no further than this stunning top-floor gem nestled within the

esteemed Harbour Side Apartments at Hope Island. Welcome to a world of privacy, tranquility, and panoramic views that

will take your breath away.As you step into this remarkable abode, you'll immediately feel the distinction of being on the

top floor with no neighbors above. This end unit is a haven of serenity, offering unparalleled privacy and an oasis of

quietude. Bathed in natural light, thanks to the additional windows on three sides, the apartment boasts an inviting

brightness that sets a warm and welcoming atmosphere.Every bedroom is graced with awe-inspiring views of majestic

mountains, creating a picturesque backdrop that's nothing short of enchanting. Imagine waking up to the gentle embrace

of nature's beauty, right from the comfort of your bed.Recently repainted to perfection just 15 months ago, this unit

exudes a modern charm that complements its natural surroundings. Indulge your culinary passions with a new

underbench oven, cooktop, and dishwasher, making the kitchen a gourmet's dream. The kitchen's allure is further

accentuated by contemporary pendant lighting, while a stylish swivel tap and new drawer and cupboard handles add both

form and function.Step out onto one of two balconies to experience the captivating ambience that surrounds you.

Whether it's the main bedroom or the living room, these outdoor spaces provide a perfect vantage point to savor stunning

views and unwind after a long day.Harbour Side Apartments offers more than just a home; it presents a lifestyle. Dive into

luxury with not one, but two expansive swimming pools. Host memorable BBQ gatherings, stay fit in the well-equipped

gym, entertain in the function room, or catch the latest blockbusters in the movie room - all within the comfort of your

own complex.Situated in the heart of Hope Island, this address brings convenience to your doorstep. Shopping facilities,

golf courses, beaches, and waterways for boating are all within walking distance, making every day a joyous exploration of

the finest that Hope Island has to offer.Seize the opportunity to make this exceptional apartment your own. Live life at the

top - the top floor, the top of comfort, and the top of elegance. Your new chapter starts here at Harbour Side Apartments.

Contact us today for an exclusive viewing and embrace the wonderful lifestyle that Hope Island promises.Disclaimer:

Disclaimer: The information contained herein is obtained from owners and/or relevant and legitimate third-party sources.

We have, in preparing this information, used our best endeavours to ensure that the information is true and accurate

however, we accept no responsibility, offer no guarantee or warranty and disclaim all liability in respect of any errors,

omissions, inaccuracies or misstatements that may occur. Interested parties must rely solely on their own inquiries to

verify the information contained herein.


